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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 Table Contents 27 1 1 1 1 2 Table Content 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 (Images can not reflect the chosen model) Rugged, Rugged, reliable basic True -RMS clip meter for Current measurements of
up to 400 AC AMeasures AC current up to 400 AMeasures AC voltage and dc voltage up to 600 VProvides True RMS AC voltage and current for accurate measurements on nonlineary signalsUulability to 4k with continuity detection 323 Clamp Meter1116/323 Meter Clamp Kit117/323 Clamp Meter Kit
Free 2-day shipping over $50 Fluke 323 True-RMS clip provides reliable performance for overall electrical troubleshootingFluk 323 clip clip is a good basic troubleshooting tool for commercial and residential electricians. It includes true RMS measurements, optimized ergonomics and a large display for
effective troubleshooting. It is designed to work in the most difficult environments and provide silent, reliable results, so you can trust it to help you confidently diagnose problems almost anywhere. Use it to check for load current, AC voltage and continuity of circuits, switches, fuses and contacts. Its thin,
compact size and rugged design make it well suited to measuring current up to 400 A in dense cable compartments. The Fluke 323 comes with a two-way warranty and a soft carry-on body. Other useful features:Features slim, ergonomic design for measuring in tight cable compartmentsPresents
measurements on a large, easy-to-read displayHold function captures a reading on the displayFeatures a CAT III 600 V, CAT IV 300 V safety ratingComes with a two-year warranty and soft carrying case323 Clamp Meter(1 pair) Test leadsSoft caseQuick Reference Guide SpecificationsAC
currentRange400.0 AAccuracy2% ± 5 digits (45 Hz to 65 Hz)2.5% ± 5 digits (65 Hz to 400 Hz)DC currentRange-Accuracy-AC voltageRange600.0 VAccuracy1.5% ± 5 digitsDC voltageRange600.0 VAccuracy1.0% ± 5 digitsResistanceRange400.0 Ω/ 4000 ΩAccuracy1.0% ± 5 digitsContinuity≤ 70
ΩCapacitance-Frequency-AC responseTrue-RMSBacklight-Data holdYesContact temperature-Min/Max-SizeH x W x D (mm)207 x 75 x 34Max wire diameter30 mm (600 MCM)Weight265 gCategory ratingCAT III 600 VCAT IV 300 VWarrantyTwo-year Fluke 323 True RMS Clamp MeterIncludes : Test
leadsSoft caseUser's manualFluke 323 True RMS Clamp Meter, with a tracked calibration certificate with data from FlukeIncludes:Test leadsSoft caseUser's manualA Tracable calibration certificate with data from Fluke Rated 2 of 5 Raymas from Not the quality I thought it would be ! The purchased model
323 used it twice and on the third attempt the device was dead! I owned it for about 3 years, to be honest, he spent most of his life on my Totally disappointed I wanted a quality product, sorry for the bad news! Score 3 out of 5 Uncle Kb from meter 1 month ... leads must be constantly pushed into the
meter ... chasing down a few no questions because of reading flaws... Score 1 out of 5 bob with 3 years meter with a critical error Bought this meter 3 years ago, maybe used 10 times. Went to use today for the first time in about a year. The meter came up with a critical error. Not what I expect from a
random model. I wouldn't buy or recommend this randomness model. Accident let me down when I needed it. I called the representative by accident and was told that from the guarantee you should buy another one, I can not help you. Buy another meter. Another meter that showed me a reliability score
of 4 out of 5 by ruserious from being frustrated in less than 6 months and showing it 1 amp as soon as I turn it on. Score 5 out of 5 by CBickmann from Excellent Product! Using this in the field (in HVAC capacity) was miraculous and reliable, I would like to see some new innovations or products that use a
smaller clip that allows me to fit the device in denser spaces, as measuring amperage in trips is a little cumbersome when the line and load interests are tight. Otherwise it is a wonderful durable product that has not let me down. Score 5 out of 5 on hddrder1 from easy to use This second we bought they
are very good, I will definatellt get more as needed. Score 5 out of 5 by robcs from LIGHTWEIGHT, EASY TO USE Is one of the best tools I have owned. My father started using them back in the 80's. Score 5 out of 5 by PaoliPaul from Great Features with Fluke of legendary quality. I have a couple of



fluke counters, the first one I bought circa 1983, and it still works great today, so when I needed a meter clamp for a specialty job I went straight for an accident and I still impressed 1 2 Table Content 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 Whether you are professional or not
artisan You should consider buying a Fluke 323. How True-RMS Clamp Meter offers many benefits, especially portability and accurate reading. It's a modern product and a great choice for your home depot. Fluke 323 True-RMS counters can read distorted wave shapes. So if you have a nonlineaous load
in your chain another meter can give you the desired reading. The jaw opening measures the current to 30 mm without having to touch or interrupt the chain. You can simply hang the clamp meter while troubleshooting. When you use a meter clamp, you are always safe from exploding fuses. The meter is
highly recommended because it has a lot going for it. The slim meter design earned a high rating with relatively few negative reviews from users. Meter with size 8.15 (207 mm) x 3 (75 mm) x 1.34 (34 mm) and weight 9.3oz (265g) battery (AAA Carry pouchInstructions (fluke 323 manual) 323 can measure
amperage, voltage and continuity. This clip Meter measures up to 400,400 AC current and resistance of up to 4 kilos. This is good enough to measure the general purpose. It can also measure AC or DC voltage voltage up to 600 volts, including a CAT IV 300V/CAT III 600 V safety rating. The low battery
light and the sound continuity sensor make it more user-friendly. A 4000-account screen can display 399.9V. Last but not least, he can take the last measurements. Which is a favorite feature of many amateurs and professionals. Here's a video of How to measure the current on the power cord using Fluke
Let's check out the pros and cons of why this is such a popular portable multimeter. A highly durable and portable product The promiscuity sensor is audible. It's easy to take a reading continuously with the display retention option. Affordable price range for multi-meter ergonomic clutch and FlukeHaving
design. The leads are not of good quality. The case is a little tight to fit the meter, having leads connected inBacklight are not available. It measures only ac current This meter is under a two-year warranty. In a nutshell, this model is popular for the HVAC industry. As a feature and specialty product
description, it's definitely worth buying it for everyday/general use. If you want to spend a little more money, you can check out the Fluke-179 EDA2 six-piece industrial electronics multi-meter combo kit. Similar True-rms measurements and optimized ergonomics make the 320 Series Clamp Meters the
best common troubleshooting tools for commercial and residential electricians. The Fluke 323 is ideal for current measurements of up to 400 A in tight cable compartments. Measuring capabilities of 400 ac current measurement 600 V ac and voltage measurement OF DC True-rms ac voltage and current
for accurate measurements on nonlineary signals resistance measurements up to 4 kH with Slim continuity detection functions, ergonomic design CAT IV 300V/CAT III 600 V Safety Rating Hold button Two-year warranty Soft case Included Accessories Test leads Soft Body User Manual AC Current
Range: 400 Precision: 2% ±5 digits (45 to 65 Hz), 2 Hz 2.5% ±5 digits (65 to 400 Hz) AC voltage range: 600 v Precision: 1.5% ±5 digits DC Voltage range: 600 v Precision: 1.0% ±5 figure Range Resistance: 400.0 Ω/4000 Ω Precision: 1.0% ±5 Figures Continuity ≤70 Ω AC Answer True RMS Data Hold
Yes Max Wire Diameter 1.2 (300 mm) (300 mm) (300 mm) (300 mm) 600 MCM) Dimensions 8.15 x 2.95 x 1.34 (207 x 75 x 34 mm) Weight 0.6 pounds (265 g) Category Rating CAT III 600V , CAT IV 300V Click here for full specifications on the Fluke 323 Clamp Meter Test leads Carrying The Case User
Guide two-year Guarantee 1Does your clip report true-rms reading? The problem with the motor Clip? Choose a clip that gives accurate and repeatable results. Imagine that you spent the whole day troubleshooting your motor only to discover The problem wasn't exactly the engine, but the clamp you
used to measure it. You are betting your reputation on your ability to get the job done, make sure your meter clip works for you not against you. First, make sure your clip meter reports a true RMS reading. Otherwise, noise from everything, including variable-frequency drive to compact fluorescent lamps,
can lead to less accurate reading. Does your clip report true-rms reading? A problem with a motor or a clamp? 2We have you ever dropped a clamp? Do you use the clip outside? Have you ever used a clamp to disassemble wires? Make sure the clip meter works wherever you do. Making accurate and
repetitive results in the lab is a good start. But you don't always work in a clean and controlled environment. Before you buy, check to see if the clip is listed to work in the environment you're making. Make sure you don't buy a clip specified only for internal use or with a minimum operating range warmer
than 15 degrees Fahrenheit if you think you may need to make measurements outside. If the clip is not designed for outdoor measurements you get may not be accurate. Finally make sure that the clamp you use is durable enough to continue to give reliable results after years of extraneous wires apart,
falling down stairs and bouncing around the back of your truck. Have you ever dropped a clamp? Do you use the clip outside? Have you ever used a clamp to disassemble wires? 3Does clip have the correct rating for the work you do? Can you use the counter easily when wearing personal protective
equipment? Don't compromise on security. Your testing and measurement tools are a critical barrier between you and danger. They are literally expanding your body into a very dangerous environment. First of all, make sure you choose a meter clip with the appropriate rating category for the work you do.
Second, choose a brand with a reputation for reliable and reliable test equipment. Anyone can buy a meter clip and put their brand on it. Finally, your clip meter is part of a security system that includes Personal Protective Protection (PPE). In addition to being the right PPE, make sure you can easily
control your dough and measuring devices with this gear in place. Does the clamp have the right rating for the work you do? Can you use the counter easily when wearing personal protective equipment? 4 Not using all the features on the clip meter? When choosing functions, choose the quality by
quantity. These days you can get almost everything in the clamp meter (tape measure anyone?). The more gadgets built into the clip counter, the harder it gets to use and the worse it performs. Instead of trying to get as many opportunities as possible, chose that has the measurement features you need
to get the job done, without any fluff that doesn't make sense. Also, you don't end up paying for features that have nothing to do with the work at hand. Don't use all the features on the meter clamp? Meter?
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